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Social Media Security

---------------------------- Strengthen your Social Media Security

Keeping in view of the rate at which internet penetration is going on in India we present 
you the use of new technologies and techniques for ensuring safe social media use. Let 
us also have a glance on the role that media can play in balancing privacy and personal 
security of an individual while enjoying the benefits of social media.
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Fake news is false information intentionally 
postedand spread as real news. In recent 
times people often depend on online social 
networks for social interaction and news, 
and hence dissipation of news through on-
line social networks is very fast. Consuming 
news from online social media platforms 
has both advantages and disadvantages. 
Some of the advantages are fast and free 
accessibility to on-site information any-
where any time on mobile devices. Howev-
er, lack of veracity verification is the major 
disadvantage, which has adversarial impact 
on society sinceit is difficult to check the 
authenticity of the news once posted. De-
tecting fake news is a non-trivial task, which 
requires the use of latest advancements in 
computer science research such as deep 
learning. In order to apply deep learning 
to solve real world problems such as fake 
news detection requires very largelabelled 
datasets. This article describes generalized 

architecture for construction of fake news 
dataset, which can be used to traina ma-
chine learning / deep learning models for 
fake news detection.

Keywords : Fake News Dataset, Deep Learn-
ing, Veracity, Online Social Media

Introduction: 
Social media is being used for latest up-
dates on real world events because of in-
stant access, option to share among friends 
free of cost[1]. Roughly two thirds of Amer-
icans are depending on social media for 
news, this scenario is true throughout the 
globe [2]. However, the news received from 
social media may not always be truthful 
as there is no check on the veracity of the 
content posted. The news content which is 
factually inaccurate and forged intentionally 
to distort emotions preying on prejudice or 
bias is considered as fake news.   On so-

cial media, fake news can be propagated 
very fast as there is no control over it, and 
sometimes may lead to significant negative 
impact on the society.  But the task of clas-
sifying the news content as true or false is 
very difficult, if not impossible. 

Detecting and eradicating malicious infor-
mation is a nontrivial task which throws a 
wide range of challenges. To tackle these 
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challenges, researchers explore the suitabil-
ity of the latest advancements in Computer 
Science such as Deep Learning which has 
become a promising area in the field of 
Artificial Intelligence especially for Natural 
Language Processing [3]. However, Deep 
Learning architectures generally require 
large amount of labelled data for building 
models for pattern classification. Hence, it 
is essential to dynamically collect and main-
tain large amounts of highly reliable ground 
truth data for handling fake news identifica-
tion problem.

Dataset Construction: 
The process of dataset construction for 
detection and elimination of malicious in-
formation from social media involves two 
major issues; while it is very difficult to get 
the reliable labelled ground truth data, the 
second issue is relates to the creation of 
dataset dynamically / online from social 
media to record content as well as context. 
The procedure followed in the article [4] 
published by Kai Shu et.al., can be gener-
alized to create fake news datasets. Flow-
chart depicted in the figure 1 describe the 
procedure for creating a fake news dataset. 
Reliable ground truth labelled data are col-
lected from various fact checking websites, 
such as PolitiFact [5], GossipCop[6], fact-
check.org[7], altnews.in etc.

PolitiFact is a non-profitable organization 
operated by the Poynter Institute in St. Pe-
tersburg, Florida, USA. PolitiFact checks 
truthfulness of political news articles and 
publishes reports. PolitiFact publishes the 
original statement of news articles (most-
ly the headline) along with their complete 

analysis of fact-check evalu-
ation results in their website. 
PolitiFact evaluates original 
statements made by pol-
iticians and publish their 
findings on the PolitiFact.
com website, where each 
statement receives a “Truth-
O-Meter” rating. The ratings 
range from “True” for com-
pletely accurate statements 
to “Pants on Fire” (from the 
taunt “Liar, liar, pants on 
fire”) for false and ridiculous 
claims. PolitiFacts’ “Truth-
O-Meter” consists of labels 
as “TRUE”, “MOSTLY TRUE”, 
“HALF TRUE”, “MOSTLY 
FALSE”, “FALSE”, “PANTS 
ON FIRE”. Registered users 
can download the Politi-
Facts’ evaluation results 
corresponding to different 
statements, such as we can 
download all the “TRUE” la-

belled statements, we can download all the 
“FALSE” labelled statements etc., which is 
convenient while creating a dataset for fake 
news dataset where we want both “TRUE”, 
“FALSE” labelled data. 

Most of these fact checking websites pro-
vide URL for the original news. The URLs 
provided by the factchecking websites can 
be used to scrap the original news. The in-
formation in the original news content in-
clude headline, body text, images, author 
information, links, etc., which forms the 
dataset with content and ground truth label.

GossipCop is a website that verifies celeb-
rity news. GossipCop fact-checks celebrity 
stories mostly of entertainment related, 
published in magazines, newspapers and 
on the web, to compute the veracity of 
whether they are true or false. GossipCop 
provides ratings in the range of 0 to 10, 0 
means completely false 10 means real. Al-
most 90% of the news that are verified by 
GossipCop have rating scores less than 
5, which is an indication that the celebrity 
news has most no. of fake stories.

Social media posts which are related to 
already collected [from fact checking 
websites] news articles can be collected 
through social media platforms’ search 
APIs such as the Twitter’s Advanced Search 
Application Programming Interface (API) 
[5]. APIs can be used to collect social media 
posts, their second order activity such as 
reposts, likes, comments. Once all the users 
who posted these real and fake news have 
been collected, we can collect their meta-

data such as User Profiles, their posts, their 
social network (group) which constitute the 
context of the social media posts. Then this 
collection of social media data with labels 
will be divided into training set and testing 
set to build a model using an appropriate 
supervised learning algorithm.

Conclusion : 
Though a generalized overview has been 
provided to create a fake news dataset for 
social media, obtaining domain independ-
ent (PolitiFact provides political news arti-
cles, GossopCop provides entertainment 
news articles) ground truth labelled data 
dynamically is still a challenging problem. 
An exemplary work [1] done by Kai Shu et. 
al. in the creation fake news data repository 
is the basis for this article.

The cyber world is 
open to all. 

Anyone can post data 
on Internet. 

Beware of false 
information
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Social Media : 
Threats and Precautions 
The purpose of the article is make aware 
the readers about the threats of using social 
media. The author has tried to analyze the 
threats in to certain categories like Psycho-
logical, Identity, Financial and 

Second half the article describes the pre-
cautions to be taken while using social me-
dia to minimize the threats of social media 
discussed in the first part of the article.

Introduction: 
India is among the top countries in the use 
of social media. Whatsapp, Facebook, Ins-
tagram and Tweeter are pretty much pop-
ular among the Indian net users of all ages. 
Since there is a rapid growth in the internet 
users and social media users in India, the 
number of cyber-crimes also increasing si-
multaneously.  

Since there is no formal education offered 
about using social media, most of the users 
are vulnerable to cybercrimes. They are re-
quired to be more literate in the use of social 
media.

Generally, people uses social media to get 
connected with friends and to be able to 
share important moments of their life. They 
can be in touch with friends and family 
24X7 besides physical distance. Psycho-
logically they feel safe and social when they 
are on social media. To be more popular is 
basically fulfil their psychological need of 
self-recognition and self-esteem. Knowing-
ly unknowingly they share many personal 
things which attracts the attention of cyber 
criminals.

Threats on Social Media :
Psychological Threats : 
Users wants to share more things to be 
more popular and free to get more friends. 

Anxiety of receiving less likes affects the 
mental health. They make many efforts to 
get the attention of friends on net. That may 
lead to wrong direction and lost their peace 
of mind. They become friends of unknown 
users too. Sometimes they have relation-
ship with them and if get cheated them get 
disturbed. The addiction is also one of the 
aspect of the threat. People spend hours 
and hours on social media and get isolated 
from real society. They are restless when 
they do not find data range. They got habit 
of being virtual than real. So they become 
socially immature person.

Sometimes users are trolled by on the ex-
pression of social, religious views on social 
media which also causes to lose mental 
health. Sometime old friends in fare relation 
may misuse photos to threat in envy.

Suicide games, drug dealers, weapon sell-
ers, porn professional etc. also present psy-
chological threats to depressed users.

Identity Theft: 
Making profile on the social media is easier. 
Cyber criminals also make the fake profile 
to target their victims. It’s easy to download 
profile picture and copy personal details to 
make new fake profile. Such profiles are 
used to hide real identity to make a crime.

Financial Threats : 
Cybercriminal always is search of soft tar-
get on social network. They get closer and 
acquire personal bank details from a per-
son. Sometime Phishing and Farming used 
to make financial crimes. 

Privacy Threats : 
All posts, images, comments etc. are be-
come data on social networking site. As per 
data policy of sites, the data generated by 
users is the property of the site and they can 
share it with anyone. So privacy can be le-
gally breached by data policy. User himself 
share many private and personal things on 
social media that can be misused for illegal 
purpose.

Social media is a tool to be connected with 
society. In the process they become hyper 
active and faces problems due to criminals 
and friends who turns in to enemies. Peo-
ple are generally random and causal about 
sharing until they encountered with a prob-

lem. Reach to cyber criminals is very diffi-
cult because of complex and unidentified 
nature of social media. Geographical and 
Technological limitations make criminals 
safer than a real world. So users should be 
made aware about the social media threats. 
People can’t resist selves to share any per-
sonal event. Birthdays, hoteling, outing, pur-
chasing, anniversary, formal activities etc.  
are commonly shared without hesitation by 
users. Walls of the house has become invis-
ible in the era. Such data can be easily mis-
used by criminals or rivals. So awareness 
of such users is very much necessary. They 
say, prevention is better than cure, is very 
relevnt in case of social media.

Precaution of Social Media Use :
• Keep your profile at low. Fill the mini-

mum required fields in profile. Don’t fill 
details like mobile number, address, 
age, bank details, family details etc. 
which can be used to make fake IDs. 
Keep your profile hidden from non-
friends. See all the setting in privacy 
n profile. Make it more restricted to 
friends only. 

• Don’t keep passport kind of photo 
Profile picture that can be misused to 
make fake photo ID.

• Be selective in making friends. Don’t 
participate in rat race of making high-
est number of friends and followers on 
social networking. Unless you identify 
one don’t be a friends of one. Before 
making a friends of unknown profile, 
see his/her wall. Observe what he/she 
shared in his wall which is reflection of 
one’s character. If there are no pictures 
shared of the same person of profile 
picture, that’s possibly fake profile. If 
most of friends are from opposite gen-
der then again it’s a possibility of fake 
profile. Also observe mutual friends. If 
you find a profile is fake, report it to web 
admin of the site.

• Be selective in sharing. All family 
functions and activities should not 
be shared. Some perusal moments 
should be preserved as personal mem-
ory. Some user shares that they got 
precious gift on anniversary, which 
may attracts thieves.

• Don’t share indecent and bold photos 
on social media. Remember those can 
be downloaded and misused on many 
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Always check the 
authenticity of the 
person before you 
accept a request in 
Social Networking
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sites like dating and pornography.     
• Live location and live sharing should 

be avoided in public domain which 
gives idea to criminals where you are 
and your family may at risk. Many user 
share their live location of outing like 
airport,  resorts, conference etc. which 
clearly indicates that you are out of sta-
tion and your house is easy for breach.

• Don’t make use of third party apps 
shared on social media site. E.g. how 
you will look after 30 years, you looks 
like which celebrity, what people think 
about you etc. By using these apps us-
ers allowed them the collect data from 
the profile and use it.

• Participate in events organized by 
known person and known place. Don’t 
participate in secret events organized 
by using social media because it could 
be anything like drugs, human traffick-

ing etc.  
• Don’t click or share links crawling on 

different profile because it may contain 
malware that can hack your accounts 
or share indecent links on walls.

Conclusion : 
Social media is a need of today’s era. More 
than half of the world population is using 
social media, so you can’t ignore it. By ob-
serving threats don’t think about not to be a 
part of social media. Be the part of it. Risks 
are everywhere no matter online or offline. 
What we are supposed to be alert selective 
and aware about the use and misuse of so-
cial media.

Never share your 
photographs / personal 

details to unknown 
persons in Social 
Networking sites 

Email Spoofing Analysis
Email attacks are the one emerging now-
a-days and are greatest threat to National 
Security. Many of the attackers are target-
ing high end audience and critical infra-
structures. It is thus essential to identify 
and eliminate users and machines misus-
ing e-mail service. There is a need to find a 
technique by which user can differentiate 
between the genuine and spoofed Email. As 
there are many ways to spoof an Email but 
this paper mainly focuses on mails spoofed 
by using either PHP Script or Anonymous 
Mailers. This paper represents techniques 
by which user can find whether the mail is 
spoofed or not.

Index Terms : 
Email header, Message-Id, Email spoofing, 
Email Forensics, Email Header Analysis, 
PHP Mailer, Anonymous Mailer.

Introduction: 
Email consists of 3 parts: 
• Envelope contains the internal process 

by which Email is routed. 
• Body contains the actual contents of 

the message. 
• Header contains the complete infor-

mation about the Email like From, Date, 
Message-Id, To, Subject, Received, and 
Sender.

It uses RFC (Request for Comment) 6532[1] 
as a standard for creation of Email header 
and RFC 5322[2] for Email body. Email is 
the most used means of communication 
between people for their day to day opera-
tions in a private company or government 
organizations. Now a day’s many attackers 
are targeting high end audience and criti-

cal infrastructures that can harm the na-
tional security. Even an insignificant Email 
can harm the whole national security. So, 
spoofed Email can be considered as the 
smallest weapon of destruction that can 
create a big chaos.

Email spoofing is a mechanism in which 
Email appears to come from authentic user 
but actually it comes from an imposter. 
Email Spoofing can involve not only send-
er email id but also MIME, Message-Id[4], 
or any activity that avoids tracing of Email. 
Email spoofing is very simple to do because 
the core protocol does not provide any au-
thentication. Even a non technical person 
can do so by using many anonymous mail-
ers that are freely available on the internet.

Earlier FTP (File Transfer Protocol) and 
HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) was 
used to exchange Email over the ARPANET 
but now it uses SMTP (Simple Mail Trans-
fer Protocol) and ESMTP (Extended SMTP) 
as an internet standard for its transmis-
sion. To spoof an Email, attacker forges 
the SMTP by changing the attributes of 
Email header according to his/her need. 
In this some of the fields can be changed 
but not all. The fields like From, To, Bcc, Cc 
etc can be changed, there are likely hood 
of some of the attributes like Message-Id, 
SPF (Sender Policy Framework), DKIM[5] 
(Domain Keys Identified Mail), and DMARC 
(Domain-based Message Authentication, 
Reporting and Conformance) are also sub-
jected to change. These fields can be used 
to identify whether an Email is genuine or 
spoofed. Further IPv6 regime offers more 
security on Email spoofing over IPv4.

Email service providers like Gmail, Yahoo 
and Windows Live uses special algorithm 
to filter out the spoofed Emails but then 
even there are chances that spoofed mail 
appears in Inbox. But some of the private 
companies and government organizations 
that use their own Email servers for com-
munication unlike Google, Yahoo and Win-
dows Live does not have any mechanism 
that filters out the spoofed Email and send 
it to spam folder. Thus to identify this, an al-
gorithm can be implemented that provides 
and extra layer of security to the Email serv-
ers.
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To check which servers are vulnerable 
to this kind of attack both genuine and 
spoofed Emails are sent and checked 
whether they are received in Inbox or Spam. 
Later on all the Email headers are gathered 
and checked what the differences are there 
between original and spoofed Emails.Now 
let’s see how to identify the spoofed Emails 
by analyzing there headers.

Analysis
In this complete analysis of Email headers 
[6] is done by comparing different kinds of 
Emails sent on different Email servers using 
different ways, both genuine and spoofed. 

Email service provid-
ers used for analysis 
are:
• Gmail
• Yahoo
• Windows Live
• Mail.India.com

Three type of Email 
are analyzed:
• Genuine Email
• Spoofed Email 
using 3rd party 
anonymous mailer 
(www.emkei.cz).
• Spoofed Email 
using our own script 
written in PHP.

After sending the 
Emails their Email 
headers were re-
trieved and then 
completely analyzed 
to understand the 
behavior of spoofed 
Emails. Below are 
all the comparison 
tables that were 
made in accordance 

to understand the differences. It is also 
mentioned that the selected framework is 
based on popularity and the study has been 
restricted to the mentioned attributes.

Interference
The attributes that 
is necessary to 
identify whether an 
Email is spoofed 
or not were used 
in the proposed 
framework and is 
also shown below.

The attributes selected for the study which 
is also part of the framework selected are 
assumed to be less likely of being spoofed. 
The selected attributes play a major role 
in providing authenticity, confidentiality 
and integrity while studying the scope of 
spoofing. Fig 3 shows the attributes and 
its description. Subsequently it is inference 
that among all the email services that were 
included in this study, it was found that cer-
tain emails were less likely of being spoofed 
than the other.

Conclusion and future work
This paper was completely based on the 
analysis of Email header to identify whether 
it is spoofed or not. Here, around 50 Email 
headers have been compared with one oth-
er using all the important attributes that de-
fine the originality and source of the Email. 
In future this analysis can be used to build 
an Email server that is intelligent enough to 
identify whether the Email is spoofed or not. 
It will check each and every attribute that is 
essential to consider the authenticity of an 
Email. Today all the government Email serv-
ers are most prone to Email headers spoof-
ing and even an insignificant Email can cre-
ate a big chaos. So to protect confidentiality 
an extra layer of security is compulsory for 
Email servers.

Fig. 1. Genuine Email : This mail is sent by genuine hotmail account.

Fig. 2. Spoofed Email : This mail is sent via a PHP script using open 
source PHP Mailer as a library. As stated it is a spoofed mail so it 

should be received in spam or junk but it is received in inbox.

Now all the possible combinations of these Email service providers with differ-
ent ways of sending Email are made and the Emails are sent. Some of the Emails 
were received but some of them were not. Some spoofed Emails look like gen-
uine but some were flagged as spam. This table represents how Email service 
providers respond to spoofed Emails.

Table I. Response to Spoofed Emails

Source Destination Response

Gmail Gmail Received in Inbox but flagged as spam

Gmail Yahoo Received in Inbox

Gmail Windows Live Received in Spam

Gmail, Yahoo, Live India.com Received in Inbox

Yahoo Yahoo Not Received

Yahoo Gmail Not Received

Yahoo Windows Live Not Received

Hotmail Windows Live Received in Inbox

Windows Live Gmail Received in Inbox

India.com India.com Received in Inbox

India.com Gmail Received in Inbox

Table II. Gmail to Others

Attributes Original Spoofed
Emkei.cz

Spoofed
PHP Script

SPF Pass Softfail Softfail

Received-
SPF

No such word Domain of tran-
sitioning <Email> 

does not designate 
<ip> as permitted 

sender

Domain of transition-
ing <Email> does not 

designate <ip> as 
permitted sender

Message-Id ID@mail.gmail.com 
ID is of 51 characters

ID@emkei.cz
ID is less than 45 

char

ID@www.drooper.in
ID is less than 45 char

Dkim Available/Pass Neutral Neutral

Dmarc NA Fail Fail

x-hmca Pass Fail Fail

x-auth-re-
sults

Pass Fail Fail

x-sid-results Pass Fail Fail

To Name <Email> Email Email

From Name<Email> “Name”<Email> Email

X-AntiAbuse NA NA Displays original Email 
id used for authenti-

cating

X-Priority NA Available NA

X-Spam-
Score

-1.899 0.8 1.1

X-Spam-Level NA NA *

X-Spam-Sta-
tus

No No
(But it should be 

Yes)

No
(But it should be Yes)
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Table III. Windows Live to Others

Attributes Original Spoofed
Emkei.cz

Spoofed
PHP Script

SPF Pass Softfail Softfail

Re-
ceived-SPF

No such word Domain of transition-
ing <Email> does not 

designate <ip> as 
permitted sender

Domain of transition-
ing <Email> does not 

designate <ip> as 
permitted sender

Message-Id ID@mail.gmail.
com

ID is of 51 
characters

ID@emkei.cz
ID is less than 45 

char

ID@www.drooper.in
ID is less than 45 char

Dkim Available/Pass Neutral Neutral

Dmarc NA Fail Fail

x-hmca Pass Fail Fail

x-auth-re-
sults

Pass Fail Fail

x-sid-results Pass Fail Fail

To Name <Email> Email Email

From Name<Email> “Name”<Email> Email

X-AntiAbuse NA NA Displays original Email 
id used for authenti-

cating

X-Priority NA Available NA

X-Spam-
Score

-1.899 0.8 1.1

X-Spam-Level NA NA *

X-Spam-Sta-
tus

No No
(But it should be Yes)

No
(But it should be Yes)

Table IV. Yahoo to Others

Attributes Original Spoofed
Emkei.cz

Spoofed
PHP Script

X-spam-Flag Yes No No

X-Spam-Score 10.724 3.13 2.231

X-Spam-Level ********** *** **

X-Spam-Status Yes
(But it should be 

NO)

No
(But it should be Yes)

No
(But it should be 

Yes)

Received Name of original 
server

Name of original 
server

Name of original 
serve

X-AntiAbuse NA NA Displays original 
Email id used for 

authenticating

Message-Id ID.JavaMail.
yahoo@mail.
yahoo.com

ID@emkei.cz ID@www.drooper.in

From Name<Email> “Name”<Email> Email

Table V. India.com to Others

Attributes Original Spoofed
Emkei.cz

Spoofed
PHP Script

X-Spam-Score 4.723 1.5 1.1

X-Spam-Level **** * *

X-Spam-Status No No
(But it should be Yes)

No
(But it should be Yes)

Received NA Name of originating 
server

Name of originating 
server

X-AntiAbuse NA NA Displays original Email 
id used for authenti-

cating

Message-Id ID.JavaMail.
tomcat@be04

ID@emkei.cz ID@www.drooper.in

From Name<Email> “Name”<Email> Email

X-Mailer zMail Mailer 
(beta)

NA PHPMailer

Fig. 3. Attributes to Identify Spoofed Email

Fig. 4. Likely hood of spoofing of Email header 
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“Cyber security is essential in today’s 
era. Digital space must not become a 
playground for the dark forces of terrorism 
and radicalization” Prime Minister Sh 
Narendra Modi said, while speaking at a 
conference on Secure and Inclusive Cyber 
Space for Sustainable Development. PM’s 
vision of a Digital India is to ensure that the 
Government’s services are made available 
to citizens electronically by improved online 
infrastructure and by increasing Internet 
connectivity or by making the country 
digitally empowered in the field of technology. 
While the digital space has become a vital 
asset for mankind by becoming an enabler 
for the common people, the quest for an 
open and accessible internet often leads 
to vulnerability. Hackers and Predators, 
Computer Viruses, Spyware Threats capture 
personal information, Phishing etc, are some 

of the challenges to be overcome by the 
users to stay safe online. Alertness towards 
cyber security concerns should become 
our way of life and we should ensure that 
vulnerable sections of our society does 
not fall prey to the evil designs of the cyber 
criminals. Digital space should not become 
a  playground for the dark forces of terrorism 
and radicalization. Spreading awareness 
and Training of well equipped and capable 
professionals to counter cyber threats is the 
need of the hour. Information sharing and 
coordination among security agencies is 
essential to counter the ever changing threat 
landscape.

Media can play an important role in helping 
the people to walk the fine balance of privacy 
and openness on one hand and personal 
security on the other as it  keeps the public 

informed about  human realities taking place 
in everyday life and even educates about 
the latest development. Technology has 
endowed the electronic media with three 
major attributes -Instantaneity which has 
provided it with a ringside view in real time, 
Spontaneity which has allowed it to cover 
events as they unfold and Locality which 
has provided it with the power to bring the 
farthest corner of the globe into a household. 
It is for this aspect of unique coverage and 
impact that the electronic media can be 
geared up effectively to promote and expand 
security awareness among the people 
at large and at the same time act as an 
influential and instrumental tool with regard 
to building confidence to embark onto the 
digital age  and avail its  long term benefits. 

Role of media in creating 
awareness on Cyber Security

Shirley Jacob
Programme	Executive,	

All	India	Radio

Guidelines for Social Networking

» Don’t give or post any personal information

» Never give out your password to anyone other than 
your parent or guardian

 
» When you are choosing a Social Networking site, 

privacy issues should be considered
 
» Only add people as friends to your site if you know 

them in real life
 
» Delete any unwanted messages inappropriate 

comments and immediately report those com-
ments to the networking site

 




